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Everybody’s Talking
Aquatic rainfall: Usually the phrase “raining cats and dogs” is 
likely a story from someone’s imagination. However, people living 
in the town of Lajamanu in the Australian outback report that it 
has rained fi sh in their community four times since 1974. The 
interesting thing is that Lajamanu, located in the Northern Territory 
on the edge of the Tanami Desert, is quite dry and is many miles 
from a lake or the sea. Weather experts think a strong storm, such 
as a tornado, picked up the fi sh from a body of water, and then 
dropped them a long distance away. A fi sh expert identifi ed the 
creatures as spangled perch, a freshwater species that is common 
in Australia.

Cracked glass: Everyone has heard of art made of stained glass, 
but what about creations made by cracking the glass? That is the 
skill of Natnael Mekuria, an Ethiopia-born artist from Addis Ababa 
who lives in the U.S. It took a while for this patient fellow to fi nd 
success. At fi rst, he tended to break his laminated glass canvas 
instead of simply cracking it. He makes his images, which include 
portraits of celebrities, by using a hammer to tap a chisel into the 
glass and by applying different degrees of force. Mekuria has a huge 
following on social media and lots of interest in his unique style of 
art.

Clean streets: Nobody likes to see garbage on the streets. In 
Japan, litter collection has even become a contest. Spogomi (which 
means “sport” and “rubbish”) entails teams of three to fi ve people 
picking up as much garbage as they can within a set time frame. 
After collecting the garbage, team members must sort it into types, 
including plastic that can be recycled, metal cans, and items that 
can be burned. The winner is the team that not only picks up the 
most trash, but also correctly sorts it. Safety is a priority during 
the competitions; participants are required to wear gloves and stay 
away from busy roads. Over 88,000 people have participated since 
2008

Purple honey: The colour of honey usually ranges from dark 
amber to light gold, depending on the kind of fl owers bees access 
to get nectar. But what about purple? In North Carolina (U.S.), bees 
are known to produce such a thing, but scientists have not been 
able to decipher exactly what causes the interesting hue. Purple 
honey, which is also called blue honey, tends to be found in the 
Sandhills region, but not all beekeepers or all hives produce it. This 
treat costs more than the typical colours, and tastes fruity. Some 
say it even tastes “purple,” as though it was made with grapes or 
some kind of purple berry.

Quoteable Quotes
“Life well spent is long.” —Leonardo Da Vinci
“The awareness of our own strength makes us modest.” —Paul 
Cezanne

What’s Happening
Dec 2 - Matheson Tenant Association Christmas Bazaar
Christmas bazaar 10 am to 2 pm. 11445-135 street NW enter at 
the front entrance Hand crafted items, baked goods, jewelry etc. 
lots of wonderful items to chose from, also a door  prize!

Oct 16 - Society of Western Canadian Artists Invites You
If you are an artist or loves art in general, then you are invited 
to one of our monthly meetings.  We offer educational programs 
at each of our meetings, interesting workshops, and we hold art 
exhibitions.  For more info please visit swcartists.ca.

NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca
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Trivia
1. Marzipan is made from almonds, Brazil nuts, or hazelnuts?
2. The brisket cut of beef is from the front of the cow—T/F?
3. This tree faced extinction a century ago but is coming back.
4. The Japanese holiday Omisoka is the first or last day of the year?
5. Dean Kamen is known for inventing what two-wheeled, motorized 
device?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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